
REFLECTION ESSAY ON THE MOVIE CRASH

Free Essay: Racism Reflection The movie I chose for this assignment was the Hollywood film Crash. I really enjoyed
watching this movie even.

The movie crash is a pretty complicated movie for a Hollywood film and it does a good job or trying to show
the many different lives and how they experience racism. Overall it was a great film to watch. An interesting
example of a life that was effected by, and devoted to the archiving of the flower craze was Rachel Ruysch the
17th century Dutch flower painter. I had to watch the movie another time to truly understand what it was
trying to explain. Being in the 21st century these things are overlooked, but there are still many people who
classify people because of their race and what they look like. Advertising Looking for essay on art and design?
Besides the biggest ritual I saw throughout this film was that of the statue of St. In the past, black people were
treated as slaves. The first instance being when Officer Ryan pulled over Cameron and Christine, a classy
black couple, for presumably taking part in oral sex whilst maneuvering a vehicle. After watching the movie I
think there are many messages the director was trying to make us grasp. But ironically. Generally, I think what
the director of Crash wants to convey is: we are living in a society where everyone is closely connected to
others. The prejudice and biass I had were towards Anthony. Anyway, you can not avoid contact and interact.
There was a young black man who turned out to be a carjacker after witnessing rampant racism. Because he is
a cop, he deals with all of the black people who DO live up to their stereotype and hardly ever comes in
contact with the black people who are good and responsible citizens. Millions of Americans were affected and
faced foreclosures on homes that were purchased with subprime mortgages. By repeating the scene, also
repeated a pattern of behavior expected for a black. The bus, as Anthony said, is associated with the working
class who cannot afford their own cars. So we just act in a hostile way and actually strengthen the stereotype
image. He let his bitterness consume him. This is prevalent in the way he way he carries himself; shoulders
back, chest out, and head cocked. It seems that we always have some prejudices that black people are violent
and tend to be criminals; Asian people are poor and ignorant; white people always feel superior to other races
and discriminate them; the white-collar people are somehow more distinguished to the laborers. Christopher
statue on the dashboard and reached into his pocket to show his. As a result, every offense a black person
commits reinforces his misinterpretation of the black population as a whole. It is possible that people
belonging to other ethnic groups are not treated in the same way as it were in the past.


